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The trans-translation pathway for protein tagging and ribosome
release plays a critical role for viability and virulence in awide range
of pathogens but is not found in animals. To explore the use of
trans-translation as a target for antibiotic development, a high-
throughput screen and secondary screening assays were used to
identify small molecule inhibitors of the pathway. Compounds that
inhibited protein tagging and proteolysis of tagged proteins were
recovered from the screen. One of the most active compounds, KKL-
35, inhibited the trans-translation tagging reactionwith an IC50 = 0.9
μM. KKL-35 and other compounds identified in the screen exhibited
broad-spectrum antibiotic activity, validating trans-translation as a
target for drug development. This unique target could play a key role
in combating strains of pathogenic bacteria that are resistant to
existing antibiotics.
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The increasing prevalence of antibiotic-resistant bacterial
pathogens has spurred a search for new pathways that can

be targeted for antibiotic development (1, 2). One pathway that
has not been exploited is the trans-translation pathway, which
resolves nonstop translation complexes. The components of
trans-translation have been identified in every sequenced bacte-
rial genome, and mutations in these components affect viability
or virulence in a wide range of bacteria (3, 4), suggesting that
inhibitors of trans-translation might be effective broad-spectrum
antibiotics. In addition, the trans-translation pathway is not found
in animals, so specific inhibitors are expected to have few side
effects on the host.
The purpose of trans-translation is to remove nonstop trans-

lation complexes, i.e., translation reactions in which the ribo-
some has reached the 3′ end of the mRNA without terminating
at a stop codon (4–6). These complexes are prevalent in bacteria
because bacterial ribosomes do not require any information from
the 3′ end of the mRNA to initiate translation, and bacteria lack
most of the mechanisms for mRNA proofreading found in
eukaryotes (7). Because hydrolysis of peptidyl-tRNA by release
factors requires a stop codon in the A site, normal translation
termination cannot occur when the ribosome reads to the 3′ end
of the mRNA and there is no in-frame stop codon. Trans-
translation resolves nonstop translation complexes using a ribo-
nucleoprotein complex containing transfer-messenger RNA
(tmRNA) and the small protein SmpB (4–6). tmRNA-SmpB
recognizes nonstop translation complexes and enters the ribo-
somal A site mimicking a tRNA (8). The nascent polypeptide is
transferred to tmRNA, and a specialized reading frame within
tmRNA is inserted into the mRNA channel (4–6). Translation
resumes using this sequence as a message and terminates at a stop
codon at the end of the reading frame, releasing the ribosome and
a tagged protein (4–6). The tag sequence is recognized by pro-
teases, and the tagged protein is rapidly degraded (9–12). The
net reaction of trans-translation is the removal of all compo-
nents of the nonstop translation complex.
Trans-translation occurs with high frequency in bacteria—2–4%

of translation reactions in Escherichia coli terminate with trans-

translation (13)—suggesting that elimination of this pathway is
likely to be detrimental. In fact, trans-translation is essential in
some species, including Shigella flexneri,Helicobacter pylori, Neisseria
gonorrheae, and Mycoplasma species (14–17). In addition, mutants
lacking trans-translation activity are avirulent in Salmonella enterica,
Yersinia pestis, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Francisella tularensis
(18–21), so inhibitors of the pathway could be effective against a
wide array of pathogens. We identified compounds that inhibit
trans-translation using a high-throughput screen (HTS) and
demonstrated that these compounds have antibiotic activity.
These results validate trans-translation as a target for anti-
biotic development.

Results
Development of a Cell-Based HTS Assay for Trans-Translation Activity.
A luciferase-based reporter was constructed to monitor trans-
translation activity in E. coli cells. A copy of the trpAt transcrip-
tional terminator was inserted before the stop codon of luc, the
gene encoding firefly luciferase, on a multicopy plasmid. In-
duction of luc expression from this reporter (luc-trpAt) produces
lucmRNA with no stop codon, and translation of the nonstop luc
mRNA in cells with an active trans-translation system results in
tagging and proteolysis of the luciferase protein (Fig. 1A). Alter-
natively, if trans-translation is inhibited, active luciferase will be
released and accumulate in the cells. Therefore, trans-translation
activity can be monitored by assaying luciferase activity in cells
expressing luc-trpAt.
In preparation for HTS, the luc-trpAt reporter was tested in

WT E. coli and a strain deleted for ssrA, the gene encoding
tmRNA, using a 1,536-well format. WT cells produced little lu-
ciferase activity, even 2 h after induction, indicating that the
luciferase was efficiently tagged and degraded. In contrast, lucif-
erase activity was evident in ΔssrA cells within 15 min after
induction, and at 90 min, luciferase activity peaked at a level
∼40-fold higher than in WT. This assay had a Z′ = 0.8, indicating
excellent statistics for HTS (Table S1).

Identification of Trans-Translation Inhibitors by HTS. A library of
663,000 candidate compounds was screened for the ability to
inhibit trans-translation in E. coli expressing luc-trpAt. In the
primary screen, 0.2% of the compounds resulted in >1.5-fold
activation of the reporter. When these initial hits were rescreened
in duplicate using a dose–response format, 178 compounds
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produced greater than twofold activation of the reporter
at a concentration of 10 μM (Table S1). Forty-six of these
compounds were chosen for further investigation based on
availability.

Characterization of Tagging and Proteolysis Inhibitors. Compounds
that inhibit either tagging of nascent luciferase or proteolysis of the
tagged protein would pass the HTS. To eliminate any spurious
positive hits and to determine whether each compound inhibits
tagging or proteolysis, compounds were tested in cell-based fluo-
rescent reporter assays. Compounds were first screened using two
fluorescent reporters: gfp-trpAt, which produces green fluorescent
protein (GFP) from a nonstop mRNA, and gfp-tag, which has the
tmRNA tag peptide AANDENYALAA encoded at the 3′ end of
the gfp gene. All of the GFP protein made from gfp-tag has the
AANDENYALAA sequence regardless of trans-translation ac-
tivity, so this reporter can be used to monitor proteolysis of tagged
proteins. Inhibitors of tagging will make cells with gfp-trpAt
fluorescent, but cells with gfp-tag will be dark; inhibitors of pro-
teolysis will make cells with either gfp-trpAt or gfp-tag fluorescent
(Fig. S1). All 46 compounds caused fluorescence when added
to cells expressing gfp-trpAt, indicating that they are all trans-
translation inhibitors and not spurious hits (Table S2). Nineteen
compounds also caused fluorescence when added to cells ex-
pressing gfp-tag, indicating that they inhibit proteolysis of tagged
proteins. The other 27 compounds did not cause fluorescence
when added to cells expressing gfp-tag, indicating that they inhibit
tagging and not proteolysis. Based on these assays, five of the
compounds (KKL-35, KKL-52, KKL-10, KKL-22, and KKL-55)
were selected for more detailed analysis (Fig. 1B).
The effects of the five compounds on trans-translation were

quantified using mCherry-trpAt and mCherry-tag reporters that
are directly analogous to gfp-trpAt and gfp-tag (Fig. 2). In-
cubation of KKL-35, KKL-52, KKL-10, KKL-22, or KKL-55 with
cells expressing mCherry-trpAt resulted in a three- to fivefold
increase in the average fluorescence signal per cell (Fig. 2B; Fig.
S2A). Greater than 95% of the cells in the treated populations
had a fluorescence signal >2 SDs above the mean for the DMSO-
treated control population (Fig. 2C). A similar analysis using

E. coli expressing mCherry-tag confirmed that KKL-52, KKL-22,
and KKL-55 inhibit the proteolysis of tagged proteins, but KKL-
35 and KKL-10 do not affect proteolysis (Fig. 2 E and F; Fig.
S2B). Collectively, these in vivo reporter assays demonstrate that
the HTS successfully identified inhibitors of the tagging and
proteolysis steps of the trans-translation pathway.

KKL-35 Inhibits Trans-Translation In Vitro. In vivo assays indicated
that KKL-35 and KKL-10 inhibit trans-translation at some step
before proteolysis of tagged proteins. In principle, these com-
pounds could block tagging by directly interfering with the ac-
tivity of tmRNA-SmpB on nonstop translation complexes, or
they could act indirectly to decrease tagging. To test whether the
compounds act directly on the tagging reaction, trans-translation
activity was assayed in vitro. A gene encoding dihydrofolate re-
ductase (DHFR) with no stop codon (DHFR-ns) was used as
template in a coupled in vitro transcription/translation reaction
with E. coli components. In vitro expression of DHFR-ns re-
sulted in full-length DHFR protein. When tmRNA-SmpB was
included in the reaction, the larger, tagged DHFR was produced
(Fig. 3A). Control reactions that expressed a DHFR gene con-
taining a stop codon (DHFR-stop) had little tagged DHFR even
when tmRNA-SmpB was added (Fig. 3A). KKL-35 and KKL-55
inhibited tagging of DHFR-ns (Fig. 3B). Dose–response ex-
periments showed that KKL-35 inhibited tagging with an IC50 =
0.9 μM (Fig. 3 C and D). Addition of DMSO or the proteolysis
inhibitors KKL-52 or KKL-22 had no effect on tagging in vitro
(Fig. 3B). A large amount of untagged DHFR was produced in
reactions with the highest concentrations of KKL-35, indicating
that KKL-35 does not inhibit translation. In agreement with this
result, KKL-35 did not inhibit production of DHFR-stop in in
vitro translation assays (Fig. 3 E and F). These results demon-
strate that KKL-35 specifically inhibits trans-translation and not
translation.
KKL-55 inhibited tagging in vitro even though it inhibited

proteolysis of tagged proteins in vivo, suggesting that KKL-55
inhibits both steps in the pathway. These results also indicate
that KKL-35 and KKL-55 act differently in vivo even though they
both inhibit tagging in vitro. Conversely, KKL-10, which inhibited
trans-translation in vivo, did not inhibit tagging in vitro at 10 μM.
A decrease in tagging was observed when KKL-10 was added at
100 μM (Fig. S3). It is possible that KKL-10 is active in vivo but
not in vitro because it is modified in the cell or targets trans-
translation indirectly by interacting with a cellular component that
is not present in the in vitro assays.

KKL-35 Prevents Growth of Cells That Require Trans-Translation.
Because KKL-35 specifically inhibits trans-translation, it should
kill bacteria under conditions where trans-translation is required
for viability but have little effect if trans-translation is dispensable
for growth. A good system to test this prediction is S. flexneri,
a close relative of E. coli (22). ssrA is essential in S. flexneri, but
can be deleted in E. coli because E. coli has an alternative release
factor, ArfA, that can resolve nonstop translation complexes in
the absence of trans-translation (14, 23). When E. coli ArfA is
expressed in S. flexneri, ssrA can be deleted (14). Broth micro-
dilution assays showed that KKL-35 prevented growth of WT
S. flexneri with a minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of 6 μM
(Table 1), and addition of KKL-35 to a growing culture of
S. flexneri stops growth (Fig. 4A). In an S. flexneri strain expressing
ArfA and deleted for ssrA, addition of KKL-35 has little effect on
viability or growth rate (Fig. 4B). These data are consistent with
KKL-35 inhibiting trans-translation and preventing growth of
cells that have no other mechanism to resolve nonstop translation
complexes. These results also indicate that KKL-35 does not in-
hibit ArfA activity in vivo, and in vitro assays confirmed that ArfA
activity is not inhibited by KKL-35 (Fig. S4).
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Fig. 1. Identification of trans-translation inhibitors by HTS. A cell-based
assay with positive readout for trans-translation activity was used for HTS to
identify inhibitors. (A) A schematic diagram of the HTS-compatible assay.
Luciferase was made from a nonstop mRNA that has a strong transcriptional
terminator (stem-loop sequence) before the stop codon. Translation of this
mRNA when trans-translation is inhibited results in active luciferase and
luminescence in the HTS assay. Conversely, when trans-translation is active,
the luciferase is tagged and degraded, and there is no luminescence in the
HTS assay. (B) Chemical structures of five compounds identified by HTS and
characterized using secondary assays.
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KKL-35 also prevents the growth of S. flexneri cells that have
both ArfA and trans-translation activity, but interpretation of this
result is complicated by the fact that ArfA production is regulated
by trans-translation (24, 25). When trans-translation is functional,
ArfA is tagged and degraded and does not accumulate in the
cell. Therefore, when KKL-35 is added to cultures of WT cells ex-
pressing ArfA, the steady-state levels of ArfA are extremely low,
and inhibition of trans-translation will prevent growth (for a more
detailed explanation, see SI Results and Figs. S5 and S6). Likewise,
KKL-35 inhibits the growth of E. coli ΔtolC, which is deficient in
small molecule efflux, with an MIC = 0.3 μM (Table 1). These
results are consistent with KKL-35 preventing growth of both
E. coli and S. flexneri strains by inhibiting trans-translation under
conditions where there are no other functional mechanisms to
resolve nonstop translation complexes.
Pharmacological experiments also suggest that the effects of

KKL-35 on cell growth are due to inhibition of trans-translation.
The drug puromycin, which hydrolyzes peptidyl-tRNA in the
ribosome, can rescue growth of E. coli ΔarfA cells during de-
pletion of tmRNA (23), presumably because it releases some of
the nonstop translation complexes that accumulate. Puromycin
could also rescue growth of E. coli ΔtolC in the presence of KKL-
35. Addition of 0.1 μg/mL puromycin rescued normal growth,

even when KKL-35 was added at concentrations >10-fold above
the MIC (Fig. 4C). The antagonism between puromycin and
KKL-35 indicates that growth inhibition caused by KKL-35 is
due to accumulation of nonstop translation complexes and not
a secondary target in the cell. Taken together, the in vivo effects
of KKL-35 demonstrate that this compound interferes with re-
lease of nonstop translation complexes by trans-translation.

KKL-35 Has Broad-Spectrum Antibacterial Activity. In addition to
preventing growth of S. flexneri and E. coli ΔtolC, broth micro-
dilution experiments showed that KKL-35 prevented growth of B.
anthracis and M. smegmatis with MIC values ≤6 μM (<2 μg/mL;
Table 1). Plating assays to determine the minimum bactericidal
concentration (MBC) showed that KKL-35 was bactericidal at the
MIC against M. smegmatis but was bacteriostatic against other
species (Table 1). The effects of KKL-35 on B. anthracis and
M. smegmatis indicate that release of nonstop translation com-
plexes is required for growth of each of these species and suggest
that compounds such as KKL-35 could be developed as broad-
spectrum antibiotics. Several other compounds identified in the
HTS, including KKL-10, KKL-22, KKL-55, KKL-06, KKL-07, and
KKL-24, also exhibited broad-spectrum antibiotic activity (Table
1; Table S3). Disk diffusion assays confirmed the broad-spectrum
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Fig. 2. Characterization of inhibitors of tagging and proteolysis. Two mCherry-based reporters were used to determine which compounds inhibited tagging
of nascent polypeptides and which inhibited proteolysis of tagged proteins. Schematic diagrams of the mCherry-trpAt reporter (A), and mCherry-tag reporter
(D) indicate the conditions that produce fluorescent cells. Epifluorescence (mCherry panels) and DIC micrographs were used to measure the fluorescence
in ΔssrA cells, ΔclpX cells, or in WT cells treated with DMSO only or with one of the compounds. Representative micrographs for mCherry-trpAt (B) and
mCherry-tag (E) are shown. The fluorescence intensity in >330 individual cells was measured, and the cells were scored as positive if the intensity was >2 SDs
higher than the average intensity for the DMSO-treated control. The percentage of positive cells for mCherry-trpAt (C) and mCherry-tag experiments (F)
is shown. Compounds were added at 100 μM, with the exception of KKL-52 in C, which was added at 10 μM. Error bars indicate SDs.
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antibiotic activity, but for some compounds, diffusion appeared to
be limited (Fig. S7).

Discussion
The HTS described here identified specific inhibitors of the
trans-translation pathway. Inhibitors of both tagging and pro-
teolysis of tagged proteins were recovered, and several of the
compounds had broad-spectrum antibiotic activity. The ability of
the compounds identified by HTS to cross the bacterial mem-
brane and function in vivo is not surprising, because the screen

was designed with a cell-based assay dependent on a positive
readout. Compounds that are not cell permeable or are not
active inside a bacterial cell would not score as positive hits. In
principle, the screen described here could be used with a wide
variety of compound libraries to identify other inhibitors of
the pathway.
KKL-35 is one of the most potent inhibitors isolated in the

HTS, and several lines of evidence indicate that the in vivo effects
of KKL-35 are caused by inhibition of the release of nonstop
translation complexes by trans-translation. KKL-35 inhibits trans-
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Table 1. Antibacterial activity of small molecule inhibitors

Inhibitor

S. flexneri B. anthracis M. smegmatis E. coli ΔtolC
E. coli ΔtolC

ΔssrA

MIC* MBC† MIC MBC MIC MBC MIC MBC MIC MBC

KKL-35 6.0 (0) S‡ 3.0 (2.6) S 1.3 (0.4) 1.3 (0.4) 0.3 (0.1) ND 0.3 (0.1) ND
KKL-52 50 (0) S 1.5 (0) 6.0 (0) 100 (0) 100 (0) 4.0 (0) ND 4.0 (0) ND
KKL-10 7.8 (5.5) S 2.3 (0.3) 7.5 (6.4) 1.5 (0) 1.5 (0) 0.4 (0) ND 0.4 (0) ND
KKL-22 19 (11) S 10 (3.5) 25 (0) 5.0 (1.7) 5.0 (1.7) 1.5 (0) ND 1.5 (0) ND
KKL-55 13 (9.0) S 25 (0) 50 (0) 25 (0) 25 (0) 16 (7.5) ND 16 (7.5) ND

ND, not determined.
*Mean (SD) values from at least three broth microdilution assays (μM).
†Mean (SD) values from at least three plating assays (μM).
‡Bacteriostatic at all tested concentrations.
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translation in vivo and in vitro and prevents growth of S. flexneri
strains that require trans-translation. The correlation between
inhibition of trans-translation and growth is supported by genetic
and pharmacological experiments showing that alternative mecha-
nisms to release nonstop translation complexes relieve the growth
suppression of KKL-35.
What is the molecular target of KKL-35? The target must be

required for trans-translation but not for translation or ArfA
activity. In principle, candidate steps include binding of tmRNA
and SmpB, charging of tmRNA, association of tmRNA-SmpB
with the ribosome, and conformational changes of the ribosome
that are required for trans-translation but not translation. KKL-35
had little effect on binding of tmRNA and SmpB as measured by
filter-binding assays (Kd = 1.3 ± 0.13 nM with 100 μM KKL-35
vs. 1.6 ± 0.35 nM with DMSO only), suggesting that KKL-35 is
likely to affect one of the subsequent steps in trans-translation.
Despite repeated attempts, no spontaneous or UV-induced mu-
tants of E. coli or S. flexneri that were resistant to KKL-35 or
KKL-55 could be recovered. One possible explanation for this
observation is that mutations in the targets of KKL-35 and KKL-55
that would lead to resistance are highly detrimental for growth in
culture. Further biochemical and structural studies of KKL-35 will
be required to identify the mechanism of action.
KKL-35 inhibits growth of very distantly related bacteria,

suggesting that it may have antibiotic activity against a broad
spectrum of species. KKL-35 is expected to prevent growth of
other bacteria known to require trans-translation, including
Neisseria gonorrheae, Haemophilus influenza, Helicobacter pylori,
Mycoplasma genitalium, and Mycoplasma pneumonia, assuming
there are no problems with bioavailability in these species.

Intriguingly, KKL-35 was also identified in a HTS for molecules
that prevent growth of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (26). Based
on the data presented here, we suggest that KKL-35 kills
M. tuberculosis by inhibiting trans-translation. The requirement for
trans-translation in M. tuberculosis has not been rigorously tested,
but trans-translation has been implicated as a target for pyr-
azinamide (PZA) (27), a frontline drug for anti-tuberculosis ther-
apy. Although it is not yet clear if KKL-35 has the clinical prop-
erties required for use as an antibiotic, the activity of KKL-35 and
other compounds described here indicate that trans-translation
is a promising target for antibiotic development.

Methods
Bacterial Strains and Plasmids. All strains (Table S4) were grown at 37 °C in
lysogeny broth supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin, 30 μg/mL kanamycin,
or 20 μg/mL chloramphenicol as appropriate. For detailed descriptions of strain
and plasmid construction, see SI Methods.

HTS. A library of 663,000 small molecule compounds was screened using
the luc-trpAt reporter. An overnight culture of LC1083 grown at 37 °C was
diluted 10-fold, and 3 μL diluted overnight culture was dispensed per
well in 1,536-well white solid plates. To induce luc-trpAt expression, 1 μL
4 mM isopropyl ß-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added per well,
and the plates were incubated at room temperature for 90 min. Four
microliters Bright-Glo reagent (Promega) was added per well, the plates
were incubated at room temperature for 30 min, and the luminescence
signal was measured using a CLIPR system (Molecular Devices).

Compounds. KKL-35, KKL-52, KKL-10, KKL-22, and KKL-55were purchased from
Life Chemicals in multiple batches, dissolved in 100% (vol/vol) DMSO, and
stored at −80 °C. KKL-55 was also synthesized as previously published (28).
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Fig. 4. KKL-35 inhibits cell growth by preventing resolution of nonstop translation complexes. (A) Growth curves of S. flexneriwith (●) and without (○) addition
of KKL-35. The arrow indicates when KKL-35 was added. (B) ArfA suppresses the effect of KKL-35 on cell growth. Growth curves of S. flexneri ssrA::kan pCA24N-
His6-ArfA cells were similar when ArfA expression was induced before addition of KKL-35 (□), when ArfA expression was induced and no KKL-35 was added (+),
and when ArfA expression was not induced and no KKL-35 was added (△). Growth was slower when ArfA expression was not induced before addition of KKL-35
(▲). The arrow indicates when KKL-35 was added. (C) Puromycin antagonizes the effect of KKL-35 on culture growth. Growth curves of untreated E. coli ΔtolC
cells (no drug), cells treated with 3.3 μM KKL-35 (10× MIC), and cells treated with 3.3 μM KKL-35 and 0.1 μg/mL puromycin. Error bars indicate SDs.
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Fluorescent Reporter Assays. Overnight cultures of strains KCK161, LC1031,
LC1131/32, LC1189/90, NSR259, and NSR262 were diluted to OD600 = 0.02 and
grown with aeration at 37 °C to OD600 = 0.2. IPTG was added to 1 mM final
concentration, and the cells were transferred to culture tubes, and DMSO
[2% (vol/vol) final concentration] or compound was added. Cells were ob-
served after 20 min (strains containing gfp-tag or mCherry-tag) or 4 h
(strains containing gfp-trpAt or mCherry-trpAt) on agarose pads using epi-
fluorescence microscopy (Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope, 60× TIRF NA 1.4
objective, Nikon CoolSNAP HQ CCD camera). Exposure times were 0.01 s for
differential interference contrast (DIC), 0.5 s for mCherry, and 2 s for GFP.
The intensity in >330 cells per sample was determined using Simple PCI
software (Hamamatsu Photonics). The percentage of positive cells was cal-
culated by determining the number of cells in the population that had
a fluorescent intensity >2 SDs above the average intensity of the DMSO-
treated control.

MIC and MBC Assays. MIC assays were performed according to Clinical and
Laboratory Standards Institute guidelines for determining the antimicrobial
activity of the compounds (29). Overnight cultures of S. flexneri 2a 2457T, B.
anthracis,M. smegmatis, JW5503, and NSR253 were grown in lysogeny broth
(LB). Cultures were diluted to a final inoculum of ∼5 × 105 cfu/mL in 96-well
microtiter plates, compounds were added at appropriate concentrations,
and growth was observed after 24-h incubation at 37 °C. The MIC was de-
termined by the concentration of the compound in the last well that showed
no bacterial growth. For MBC assays, 10 μL from wells containing the MIC, 2×
MIC, and 4× MIC of each compound was diluted 10-fold, spotted on LB
plates, and grown overnight at 37 °C. An inhibitor was scored as bactericidal
if it resulted in 1,000-fold reduction in colony-forming units per milliliter
from the original inoculum.

In Vitro Translation and Trans-Translation. Translation assays were performed
using the PURExpress (New England Biolabs) protein synthesis kit with the
control DHFR template and [35S]-methionine, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, with inhibitors or chloramphenicol added to 100 μM final con-
centration or with DMSO added to 6.7% (vol/vol). After 2- to 3-h incubation
at 37 °C, reactions were precipitated with acetone, separated on 12% (wt/vol)
SDS polyacrylamide gels, and visualized by exposure to a phosphor screen (GE

Healthcare). Relative translation activity of each inhibitor or chloramphenicol
was determined with respect to the DMSO-treated control, for at least three
repeats. A one-way ANOVA test was conducted to determine whether rela-
tive translation activities were significantly different from the DMSO-treated
control value.

For in vitro trans-translation assays, the following modifications were
made to the in vitro translation reaction. DHFR-ns and DHFR-stop template
DNA was made by PCR amplification of the DHFR control plasmid using T7
universal forward primer and either DHFR-ns or DHFR-stop reverse primer.
tmRNA and SmpB were added to 2 μM final concentration. Inhibitors were
added to 10 μM final concentration. Anti-ssrA oligonucleotide (5 μM) (30)
was added to reactions without tmRNA and SmpB to inhibit background
trans-translation activity contributed by tmRNA-SmpB in the kit. Tagging
efficiency was calculated as the ratio of tagged DHFR to total DHFR (tagged +
untagged) from at least three repeats. For dose-dependent inhibition ex-
periments with KKL-35, tagging efficiency at each concentration was graphed
and fit with a sigmoidal function (Kaleidagraph; Synergy Software) to obtain
the IC50 value.

Growth Curves. Saturated cultures of S. flexneri ssrA::kan pCA24N-His6-ArfA
were diluted 1:50 into LB, grown with shaking at 37 °C, induced with 1 mM
IPTG at an OD600 = 0.1, and grown for 30–45 min before KKL-35 was added
to 10 μM final concentration. Cultures were sampled every 20–30 min, and
the OD600 values determined were plotted as a function of time. Doubling
times were obtained by fitting curves to a single exponential function.

For growth in the presence of puromycin, E. coli tolC::kan cultures were
grown at 25 °C in 96-well plates in the presence of 0–10 μM KKL-35 and 0–1
μg/mL puromycin, and culture growth was monitored by reading the optical
density at 560 nm.
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